1. THE TYPE A TERMINAL MAY BE USED IN THE TRAILING END OF PRECAST CONCRETE BARRIER IF THE TERMINAL IS OUTSIDE OF THE CLEAR-ZONE OF TRAVEL LINES IN THE UPWARD DIRECTION.

2. THE TYPE B TERMINAL MAY BE USED WITHIN THE CLEAR-ZONE WHEN TRAFFIC SPEEDS ARE 40 MPH OR LESS AND THE AVAILABLE SPACE IS LIMITED BY RIGHT-OF-WAY CONSTRAINTS OR THE OTHER ROADSIDE FEATURES THAT PRECLUDE USING A GUARDRAIL TERMINAL OR CRASH CUSHION.

3. PRECAST TYPE A TERMINAL WITH CLASS 30AF CONCRETE. PRECAST TYPE B TERMINAL WITH CLASS 50AF CONCRETE. CHAMFER TOP, BOTTOM, AND ENDS ½". PROVIDE 2" MINIMUM PRECAST TYPE B TERMINAL WITH CLASS 50AF CONCRETE COVER OVER REINFORCING STEEL.

4. PIN CONNECT THE TERMINALS TO CONCRETE BARRIERS.

5. ANCHOR PIN THE TERMINALS AT THE TAPERED END. ENSURE THE ANCHOR PIN DOES NOT PROTRUDE BEYOND THE EXTERIOR OF THE TERMINAL SURFACE.

6. DRAWING NOT TO SCALE.